
This adjectives PowerPoint gives your children a chance to see 
adjectives  in action. It shows  them what adjectives  are and how they 
can use them in s entences  to add extra  deta il and descriptions .

Adjectives  are describing words . Your children can learn to use 
adjectives  with this  PowerPoint, giving them a  chance to use them 
within the example s entences  and s entences  they crea te themselves .

Once your child is  more confident with what adjectives  are and how to 
use them, they may want to try spotting them in other s entences  tha t 
they read themselves  or tha t a re read to them.





An adjective is a
describing word.

Adventurous Adjectives 
with Adjective Alpaca



Can you think of adjectives to 
describe each of these animals?



There was a spider in 
the bathroom.

+ adjectives =

There was a huge, hairy spider in the 
bathroom.



A slug was in my kitchen.

+ adjectives =

A slimy , sticky slug was in my 
kitchen.



I found a ladybird on a leaf.

+ adjectives =

I found a  tiny ladybird on a big leaf.



A butterfly flew into my house.

+ adjectives =

A black and orange butterfly flew 
into my house.



The worm dug through the soil.

+ adjectives =

The wiggly , pink worm dug through 
the soil.



You’re definitely getting 
the hang of adding 
adventurous adjectives 
to sentences. Have a  try 
a t crea ting some 
amazing descriptions of 
your own, by adding 
two or more adjectives 
to some sentences tha t 
you’ve written.
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